Year 1 English Home Learning – Pack 1
Day 1 and 6
Can you recognise the difference between capital letters
and lowercase letters? (see below)

Activities:
 Chalk outside
 Water and paintbrush on the floor or the fence
 Practicing writing the capital letter and lowercase
letters together to see the difference using
highlighters, crayons, felt tips.
 Using sticks to make the letters in sand and mud

Day 2 and 7
Can you use finger spaces? Can you remember to leave a
space between each word?

Activities:
 Writing sentences about the given pictures with
chalk and using sticks, stones or pine cones to use
as finger spaces.
 Using stickers to show a space between each
word.
Activities:
 Talk about the characters in the story, who’s the
main character?
 Read your favourite books and talk about the
characters afterwards
 Talk about where the story is set
 Draw pictures of the setting/characters
Activities:
 Talk about capital letters and full stops when
reading
 Point out capital letters in names, on signs when
you’re outside.
 Write sentences that begin with a capital letter
and end with a full stop.
Activities:
 See below for Phase 3 and 5 sound mats
 Practice forming letters with chalk, sand, mud,
paint and water.
 Practice writing common exception words (see
words below) and using them in a sentence
 Practice writing Phase 3 tricky words (see words
below) and using them in a sentence

Day 3 and 8
Can you talk about the characters in a story?
Can you talk about the setting of the story?

Day 4 and 9
Can you recognise capital letters and full stops? Can you
know why sentences end in capital letters and full stops?

Day 5 and 10
Phonics and Spelling

Please choose one activity from the suggested activities to do on each day. These can
be repeated each week by choosing a different activity to do.

Pictures for writing sentences:

